
PRACTICE MANAGEMENT 
SOFTWARE FOR 
AUDIOLOGISTS



Our software

AMPAREX is a web-based software. You can 

run it wherever you are. We will provide all 

the necessary server infrastructure and we 

will maintain it. So instead of dealing with 

installations, updates and backups you can 

focus solely on your patients. We will look 

after the rest for you.

The technologies we use along with our  

innovative approach to software development 

give us a crucial market advantage. We  

transfer this advantage directly to you, with 

the aim to help your business grow.

You always acquire a full version of the soft-

ware including all modules like appointment 

scheduling, statistics or marketing.

I DO KNOW WHAT MAKES GOOD 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE.  
AND SO DOES AMPAREX.
“AMPAREX provides me with extensive reporting 
tools which allow me to automate time-consuming 
tasks needed to attract new and retain existing 
customers. It helps my business grow.”

See for yourself and try the  
free trial version available  
from audiology.amparex.com



Our services

DEDICATION
We love our software.  

Our customers love it, too. 

EXCELLENT OVERVIEW 
All your important data  
available at a glance.

PROFIT GROWTH
Successfully acquire,  

advise and retain customers.

Our solutions include: software, hardware and support, provided from our office in Germany.  

More than 3200 practices are already convinced about the quality of our services.

Take advantage of our favourable subscription licence model. No high-end storage hardware  

investment is necessary. All you need to run AMPAREX is a stable internet connection.

The monthly licence fee includes all available modules and end user support at no additional charge.  

The contractual notice period is one month.

Raising standards

See for yourself and try the free trial version  
available from audiology.amparex.com

FAIRNESS
Low cost, maximum performance  

migration and installation.



Customer reviews

INSTITUTO AUDITIVO SALESA,  
BARCELONA & MADRID, SPAIN

Patricia López, INSTITUTO AUDITIVO SALESA
“After five years with AMPAREX (I started in October 2011) 
I am proud to say that I never had any issues running the 
software. AMPAREX is a reliable, trustworthy and sound 
company. I do appreciate our cooperation and value their 
qualified support. Their professionalism makes up for a 
great customer experience.”

AUDIFY® 
EXETER, UNITED KINGDOM 

Curtis Alcock, managing director 
“We have been using AMPAREX now for several years 
and have found it to be a powerful, robust and flexible 
system that has proved capable of growing with us and 
adapting to our changing business needs. Just as Im-
portant has been the outstanding support we continue 
to receive from the AMPAREX team, who never run out 
of patience in explaining how to get the best out of the 
software. We would have no hesitation in recommending 
AMPAREX to other practices in the UK.”

WIED GMBH & CO. KG HÖRFORUM  
LUDWIGSBURG, GERMANY

Jochen Wied, managing director 
“AMPAREX helps our efficiency as a practice and enables to fo-
cus on our customers. We are able to fine-tune care processes 
and document templates so we can tailor the program perfectly 
to our needs. We always receive fast and friendly responses to 
our questions whilst change requests are timely implemented. 
That's what we call a perfect customer service!”



AMPAREX GmbH

Max-Lang-Straße 24
D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen

T + 49 -711 - 21 - 475 - 400 
info@amparex.com 
www.amparex.com

Become one of our  
many satisfied customers!


